ANNUAL FALL TRACK MEET HELD HERE

Cross Country Run Between Varsity And Camp Edgar
Tennis Follows Handicap
SPIT WINS BOTH SPIRITS

Since the United States Service cross-country championship run, scheduled to be held at Franklin Park last Saturday was called off on account of reports of inclement weather, the annual fall hurdle track meet was held on the athletic field of the Institute. It was not known until Friday that the track meet would be held, but the track meet could not be properly announced beforehand, although not all the men running entered at the last moment were interested. Good material was discovered and Coach Kennedy stated that he was satisfied with the results. The cross-country run between the Varsity and Camp Edgar was held at the end of the meet, kept some men out of the mile and field events, so that the time of these events was not as fast as it might have been. The surprise of the meet was Spit, who won both the sprints, making, go. The cross-country run between the Varsity and Camp Edgar was closed. Of this amount the six members of the campaign committee gave $145 and the remainder is divided as follows: Student, $16,521; faculty, $2,999; employees, $1,610, and club of Chinese students, $25. Included among the subscribers are 324 students and 107 members of the faculty.

The star Chinese soccer team which has not been defeated this season will play the Boston Rovers tomorrow at 3 P.M. on the Sullivan Square Field. Manager T. F. Hsu has also announced in arranging a game with the Latin-American team for Saturday on the same field. There will be no admission charged. This aggregation of Chinese players has attracted much attention lately, by defeating such teams as Harvard, Princeton and Boston College.
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FINAL WAR DRIVE FIGURES
SHOW TOTAL OF $19,097

President Maclaurin Will Attend—Future of S. A. T. C. May Be Announced—Eats, Music and General Good Time Scheduled

Plans for the future of the army and navy units if definitely decided this week will be announced by President Richard C. Maclaurin, who recently returned from Washington, where he was serving as chairman of the national education committee, at a mummery and record-breaking smoker, the first real gathering of the entire body of Technology students as members of the Institute this year, to be held in the mess hall Friday evening, the 27th, at 6:45. This affair marks the second time in the history of the Institute that President Maclaurin has attended an undergraduate smoker and arrangements for a memorable evening which will include “smokes,” canteen and music are being made.

Special permission has been obtained from Colonel Cole and Ensign Dunbar for members of the army and navy units to attend the smoker, and the faculty has agreed to overlook the vamps for Saturday morning. The commandants of the military sections here have even stated that if necessary the regular routines will be cast to the winds for the evening and taps will be postponed until the smoker breaks up.

Among the events of interest which are scheduled for Saturday morning. The commandants of the military sections here have even stated that if necessary the regular routines will be cast to the winds for the evening and taps will be postponed until the smoker breaks up.

These Men Are Soldiers And Students Too